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GENERAL RULES 
1. The goal of a pull is to pull the weight transfer sled the distance of a full pull, which is 

normally 300 feet, unless otherwise stated at a particular event. No distances will be 
measured beyond 300 feet, unless stated otherwise at a particular event. All pull-offs will 
have a floating finish line, unless stated otherwise at a particular event. 

2. If more than one vehicle makes a full pull, the sled will be reset and/or re-weighted for a 
pull-off. 

3. Measurements are taken from the forward-most point of the pan on the front of the sled. 

4. All vehicles must cross the scales to be weighed and hitch height checked. After crossing 
the scales and checked, vehicle must be parked in a staging area before pulling. This also 
applies to re-hooks and option pulls. No vehicle may bypass the scales to pull. Any vehicle 
that leaves the staging area before pulling, must be re-checked and re-weighed before 
pulling. 

5. At which time your name is called to pull and the sled has backed to the starting line, you 
will have two minutes to report to the track. If this is impossible due to mechanical 
problems, you may notify a track official within the allotted two minutes, and drop two 
positions in the pulling order. Track official must be notified within the two-minute time limit 
of the mechanical problems, and the decision to drop. Decision must be approved by track 
official. This rule may not be utilized more than once for a particular puller per class. 

6. Driver must remain seated and have control of the truck at all times. Driver must keep all 
body parts inside of cab at all times. While vehicle is running, driver must remain seated. 
No riders. 

7. All pulling vehicles must be in neutral or park while being hooked and unhooked from the 
sled.  A white  safety light is required to indicate that vehicle is in neutral during process of 
hooking or unhooking from sled.-Required.  An additional reverse light, amber in color will 
Illuminate when vehicle is in reverse. -Recommended. 

8. The first puller in each class is the test puller for that class. The test puller has the option 
to accept his/her first pull, re-pull immediately, or drop six positions in the pulling order to 
re-pull. Test puller’s decision must be made before the vehicle leaves the track. If a track 
official is not notified of the puller’s intent to re-pull, then competitor’s original pull will 
stand. Track official must notify puller if they are disqualified before puller leaves the track.  

9. All pulls must start with a tight chain. No jerking or yanking of the sled. Once the slack has 
been taken out of the chain, you cannot back up and jerk the sled. Once the sled has 
stopped, the pull is over. 

10. The 100 foot rule: Any puller may immediately re-pull as long as the first attempt doesn’t                
pass 100 feet. (only one restart per hook) The 100 foot rule does not apply to the pull-off. 
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11. The tires of all pulling vehicles must remain within the marked boundaries of the track 
under the green flag. Touching one of the boundaries will result in disqualification. Any 
chalk line boundary that is present will be observed as the track boundary unless stated 
otherwise at a particular event. 

12. Attempting to pull under a red flag will result in disqualification. The flagman will cue the 
start of each pull by displaying the green flag. When the red flag is displayed, you must 
stop. Any attempt to continue to pull under a red flag will result in disqualification. 

13. Each contestant may spot the sled before his or her pull. Contestant must notify a track 
official or sled operator before the sled backs to the starting line. 

14. Per NK insurance and NK Rules-all drivers must be at least 18 years old. 

15. Pullers must register 30 minutes prior to the start of the pull. Pullers should call ahead if 
problems arise which would cause them to be late. 

16. CHEATING: If a puller is found to be illegal for any major rule of their class, the driver and 
the vehicle will be fined and forfeit points and class payout. First offense is $250 fine, 
points and pay for day of that pull. Second offense is $500 fine, points for the season and 
pay for the day of that pull. Third offense, no longer eligible to pull with NK. No refund of 
entry fees. All decisions are made at the discretion of the officers. 

17. Non-club members will pay either $125 for a full membership with $20 hook fees or a 
one-day membership/insurance of $25.00 for each pull they attend,plus additional $20 
hook fees. A full membership is a points membership. To accrue points, you must 
purchase a full membership at your first pull with NK Pullers. One day members will not 
receive points or voting rights. The hook fees from one-day members will go to the NK 
points fund. Full members and vehicle with attempt to pull, must attend 59% of all the 
completed NK pulls in order to have NK voting privileges within their class. 

18. Club members will be given assigned pull duties at each pull, and will be responsible for 
that duty, or a qualified (club member) replacement to perform their assigned duty. 

19. Club membership dues are $100.00 per year if purchased before April 1st. After April 1st 
they increase to $125.00.  
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Two Wheel Drive Modified Trucks 
6200 lb. (light & heavy class) 

1. Maximum weight 6200# 

2. Wheel Base limit of 18’ (216”) 

3. 540 cubic inch limit, Iron block only (factory or aftermarket) 

4. Tires: Max size of 18.4-16.1 Cut tires permitted. 

5. Heads: Steel or aluminum heads with stock valve angle (maximum 23°) are allowed (no 
exotic heads –example no Big Chief, Hemi etc...) 

6. Carburetors 
a. Dominator style carbs allowed.  

b. Limited to one carb.  

c. No handbuilt intakes. Factory cast part number intakes only (Ex. Dart, 
Edelbrock,Brodix etc. ok.) 

7. Gasoline, Racing and Methanol fuel is allowed. Naturally aspirated. No nitrous oxide, nitro 
methane or propylene oxide. No ether bottles (starting aids) allowed on board while 
pulling. No ether start systems. 

8. All drivers must wear full faced helmets. Drivers running methanol required to wear a head 
sock. 

9. 30” Hitch Height. All drawbars will have an opening minimum of 3.75” x 3”. 

10. Tube Chassis permitted.  

11. Use of aluminum blocks or sheet metal manifolds will NOT be allowed. Allow the use of 
conventional style aluminum heads. No hemi, no billet. Only modification allowed is 
porting. No external modifications. Only 2 valves per cylinder.  

12. All vehicles are required to use a kill switch securely mounted to the back of the vehicle. 

13. A white safety light is required to indicate that the vehicle is in neutral during process of 
hooking or unhooking from sled.-Required.  An additional reverse light, amber in color will 
Illuminate when vehicle is in reverse. -Recommended. 

14. No forced air induction-(no blowers). 

15. Wheelie bar or skid bars required-will adopt MSTPA rules. 

16. All  rules for the 2wd modified class will be frozen for 3 years and will be up for review for 
the 2023 pulling season. 
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 4x4 Pro-Stock Trucks 
6200 lb (One Class) 

NK members elected to follow the Outlaw Pro Stock Rules 
 

1. Maximum weight is 6200# 
a. Vehicles with engines over 485 cubic inches will lose 200 lbs of weight up front.  

2. Maximum of one naturally aspirated engine with a 485 cubic inch limit. Engine must match 
sheet metal. 

3. Tires will be DOT approved and must maintain original tread pattern. Maximum tire size is 
33.12.50. Tires will not track past 50% of front to rear width. NO BARRED TIRES. 

4. Vehicle will have stock frame. Air bag suspension is not to be controlled from inside the 
cab. 

5. Vehicle will have a 133” maximum stock wheelbase, any body style - including fiberglass 
with a protective firewall, one ton maximum front end, any size rear end. No flat bed. 

6. Vehicle will be limited to a single “ 1 piece” carburetor. 

7. No alcohol fuel allowed. Q-16 Fuel is allowed. No nitrous oxide or nitro methane. No ether 
bottles (starting aides) allowed on board while pulling. No ether start systems. 

8. Use of after-market fuel injection system is NOT permitted. 

9. Vehicle will be equipped with SFI steel bellhousing and block-saver plate. Must have 
shield around the clutch release hole. 

10. Vehicle may run any transfer case. 

11. Vehicle may use any cast iron block not exceeding 4.9 bore spacing. No aluminum block, 
Any after-market head having no more that two (2) valves per cylinder may be used. No 
hemi-heads. No sheet metal manifolds and no two-pieced or removable tunnel rams. 

a.  Engine location must be no less than 14” from center line of front axle to front of 
bell  housing flange. 

12. Allow functional hood scoops with open back. Hood perforations will be allowed for 
exhaust only. 

13. Exhaust will discharge vertical or underneath and straight back.  

14. Trucks will  run steel, magnesium or aluminum flywheels that meet the following Criteria: 
a. Steel plate or steel billet flywheel will have a tensile strength of 60,000 psi and a 

yield Strength of 40,000 psi.  

b. Magnesium or aluminum flywheels will meet or exceed former SFI standards 1.1 

c. No cast iron permitted. 
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15. All U-joints must be covered 360 degrees with ⅛” steel or 3/16” aluminum having two (2) 
Drive shaft hangers per driveshaft ⅛” thick steel or 3/16” aluminum 1 inch wide, six (6) 
Inches (maximum) above and below shaft. 

16. All drives shafts shorter than 24 inches require one (1) hanger. 

17. Automatic transmissions will have a 4.1 SFI-approved blanket or shield. 

18. BRAKES- all pulling vehicles will have adequate stopping brakes.  
a. 4x4 trucks will have complete working front and/or rear brakes.  

b. All brakes in the driveline will be shielded 360 degrees with 5/16 steel or ⅜” 
aluminum, Around the brake components. Ends must be enclosed in the ⅛ steel 
or aluminum, no Cast metal permitted to be used as part of a shield. 

19. CLUTCH/BELL HOUSING/GEARBOX: 
a. All engines using a clutch flywheel assembly will run a full block saver plate. 

Material being ¼ aluminum or 3/16 steel minimum. 

b. All automotive type engines using a clutch will use a ¼”, one piece SFI 6.1, 6.2, 
6.3 containment bell housing. 

c. One cooling hole will be allowed in the bell housing, one (1) inch maximum 
diameter. Hold must not be in explosion area of bell housing.  

d. No welding will be allowed in the explosion area of the bell housing. 

e. No chemical milling permitted 

f. There will be five (5) ⅜” bolts or four (4) ½” bolts to secure bellhousing to 
transmission. 

g. All inspection maintenance holes must be no wider than 8 ½” and the ends of the 
holes shall be smoothly and fully radiused to produce an oval shape. 

h. Four (4) ⅜ grade 5 or better bolts are required in the top half of bell housing to 
block. Six (6) evenly spaced grade 5 or better bolts are required on bottom half of 
bell housing.  

i. No cast iron clutch components or flywheels will be permitted.  

j. Billet steel, aluminum, SFI 1.1 or SFI 1.3 flywheels will be accepted.  

k. Clutches, flywheels and related components must be mounted to engine on 
vehicles using automotive type engines. 
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20. HITCH: 
a. Hitch must be rigid in all directions Hitch length and height cannot change 

before,during or after pull.  
i. Vehicles with engines greater than 485 cubic inch will lose two inches of 

hitch height.  

b. All hitch will have an opening minimum of 3.75” x 3”. 

c. Point of hook to centerline of rear axle shall be no less than 36% of vehicles 
wheelbase. Previous 2015 NK members trucks will be allowed to have it 34% for 
the 2016 season only. All new 2016 members or trucks are required to follow the 
36%.  Hitch height not to exceed 26 inches. Drawbar must be mounted solid to 
frame. 

d. Pulling point can be no more than 1 ½” from back of drawbar. 

e. No cable, chain or clevis allowed in hitching device. 

f. If bed is too long it may be cut to accommodate 36% drawbar. 

g. Hitch point must be clear and visible for hood and unhook of sled chain. 

21. DRIVELINE SHIELDING: 
a. See line #15 above. 

22. ENGINES: 
a. Shielding on v or y type engines must be from the base of the head to two (2) 

inches below the crankshaft throw. Frame may be used as all or part of the shield 
provided it is solid and covers the required area.  

b. All engines will have a deflection shield ,running the complete length of the block 
casting. Shield must be securely fastened and must be .060 inch thick. Starters, 
exhausts,fuel pumps,etc., will not be considered as part of the shield. 

c. All side shields must be solid. Shielding will be made of a total of .125 aluminum 
or .090 steel minimum of inch thick. 

d. Engine fans must be completely shrouded with steel 1/16”  or thicker. Electric 
fans excluded. 

e. All automotive engines equipped with a harmonic balancer must have balancer 
that is SFI Spec 18.1 and carry SFI identification. 

23. EXHAUST: 
a. No megaphone pipes allowed. Venturis- style headers permitted. 

b. No rain caps permitted. 
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24. AUTOMATIC TRANSMISSIONS: 
a. The use of torque converters, automatic shifts, etc. will be permitted. 

b. All vehicles using an automatic transmission must have an SFI Spec. 29.1 
automatic transmission flex plate. No cast iron permitted. 

c. All vehicles using an automatic transmission will use a positive gear lockout. 

d. All automatic transmissions must have an approved safety blanket over the 
torque converter area. A full length safety blanket is required. Automatic 
transmission shield must meet SFI Spec. 4.1. 

25. IGNITION: 
a. Electronic fuel injection is prohibited 4x4 pro-stock 

b. Electronic timing delay devices or programmable ignition boxes prohibited. 

26. SAFETY : 
a. Required to use a kill switch 

b. Kill switch will be securely mounted to the back of the vehicle and have a two (2) 
inch diameter ring to attach the sled. 

c. A white  safety light is required to indicate that vehicle is in neutral during process 
of Hooking or unhooking from sled. An additional reverse light, is 
(recommended), amber in color will Illuminate when vehicle is in reverse. 

d. All pulling vehicles are required to have a minimum of 2.5lb. Fire extinguishers 
which are fully charged and must be within reach of driver.  

e. Seatbelts must require 16.1 SFI spec on all driver restraint assemblies and be 
worn during competition.  

f. All vehicles will have a safety switch. The safety switch will ground the ignition 
and the Electric fuel pumps on spark ignition motors 

g. No batteries are allowed inside the cab of the vehicle unless they are in a marine 
battery box and secured to the vehicle frame. Shielding is required for battery 
posts that are exposed 

h. All pulling vehicles will have a dead man throttle that will automatically return to 
the closed Position. 

i. All pulling vehicles must have a starter interrupter switch that will allow starter 
engagement only in neutral or park position on a transmission gear selector for 
mechanical reasons during the season. 

j. All vehicles using a foot throttle must use a toe strap. 

k. All vehicles using an automatic transmission must have a positive gear lockout. 

l. Drivers or crew persons must be seated and in control of the pulling vehicle any 
time motor is started or running. 
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m. Weights must not interfere with the kill switch or drawbar. An area of 5” wide and 
12” high Immediately above the drawbar must be free of obstructions. 

n. No stabilizer bars required on 4x4 trucks. 

27. CLOTHING: (adjusted to comply with NK general safety rules) 
a. Fire suits (pants and jacket or 1-piece) required, (recommended minimum of SFI 

3.2) 

b. Fireproof gloves, head sock and shoes meeting SFI Spec,3.3 (recommended) 

c. Helmet with strap required. (recommended face shield be worn during 
competition) 

4x4 Limited Pro-Stock Trucks  
6050# One Class 

 
This class is designed to be more of an entry level class. This class is not designed to put a 23° 
engine in a Pro-Stock truck and pull. This class is designed for stock drivetrain/stock valve angle 

trucks. 
 

1. Truck chassis must be a production frame/chassis offered on a production pickup truck 
limited to that of a ½, ¾ or 1-ton truck. Modifications are permitted to the stock frame but 
must be all present. Custom or homemade chassis are prohibited. 

2. Wheelbase can be no longer than 133”. If a truck is over 133” wheel base, the weight must 
be no further forward than 193” from the center of the rear axle. This is for “Camper 
Special” trucks already built. No new builds may use this rule. 

3. Truck must be able to drive onto the track and back to the sled, and drive off the track 
under its own power. Truck may be towed from track if breakage occurs. If truck loses 
reverse, it may be pushed back to the sled for one event only, but engine must be running. 

4. Truck body must be stock appearing. Must have both working doors, front fenders in 
place, grille, hood, headlights, and/or covers, glass (Lexan permitted), and a factory style 
truck bed. No flatbeds. No tilt bodies. Hoods must be in place. 0penings are limited to 
open air cleaner elements, cowl induction scoops and exhaust headers. Fiberglass hoods 
are permitted. No other fiberglass body parts. 

5. Some, or the entire truck bed floor may be cut out, but must be covered if more than 25% 
of the bed floor is removed. Covering of the tailgate section of the truck is optional. 

6. D.O.T. uncut street legal tires only. Maximum size: 33x12.50. No rim size rule. 15” 16” and 
17” etc. are all allowed. The rear tires must cover 50% of the front tires. (50/50 rule). 
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7. Weight racks must be constructed in such a way so that no part of the rack or the weights 
may extend any further than 60 inches from the centerline of the front axle forward, 
(weights must be secure). Any weight that falls from the truck under the green flag will be 
cause for disqualification. 

8. Trucks with weights at or behind the front bumper will weigh up to 6300#. Trucks with 
forward weight bars will weigh up to 6050#. 

9. Inner fenders must remain in place or engine side shield installed. 

10. A secure seatbelt system is required. Bump stops at the rear of the truck are strongly 
recommended. 

11. Maximum hitch height of 26” to the top edge of hitching device. Hitch must be solid in all 
directions and may not move in any direction while pulling. Hitch must be at least the 
distance equal to 34% of the wheelbase from the centerline of the rear axle. No part of the 
hitch or drawbar may extend farther forward than the centerline of the rear axle. No part of 
the hitch chassis or otherwise, may interfere with the chain. Hitch must have at least 3.5” 
round hole. Hitch must be at least 1” thick material, but no more than 1.5” thick. Hitch stem 
must be braced solid with cross- member attached to the frame above the stem, which will 
prevent upward movement of the hitch. Point of contact to the stem may be no more than 
10” from the back edge of the hitching device (contact may be closer, but no more than 
10”). L-shaped hitches are not permitted. No trick hitches or cam hitches will be permitted. 

12. Rear suspension may be removed. Rear end may be welded or bolted in solid. 

13. Truck must have at least two working brakes. 

14. Ladder bars or traction bars are allowed. 

15. Rear/Front Axles and transfer cases must be automotive type and in the manufacturer’s 
factory stock location for the truck. Nothing rated above 1-ton allowed. No aftermarket Pro 
Fab transfer cases and/or gear boxes allowed. Rockwell or H110 General Motors 
differential housing/axles are not permitted. Dana 44/60 fronts and Corporate 14 
bolt/AAM/Dana 70/80 rear ends permitted. 

16. No aftermarket transmissions/housings allowed (example Pro-fab). 

17. All trucks must use drive shaft loops and u-joint shields. Must have at least two loops per 
shaft. 

18. Any production single automotive engine may be used with a limitation of eight cylinder 
and 485 cubic inches maximum. 

19. Engine block must be cast iron (factory or aftermarket). 
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20. Conventional style cylinder heads (ex. 23°) can be cast iron or aluminum. Factory valve 
angles only. (Dart Pro 1, Ford cj style and a460, Brodix BB2-Plus, 990/188 GM, L88 GM, 
Pro-Comp 3021, etc. allowed). No exotic or hemi style heads. Ask before you buy. The 
spirit of this rule is designed to restrict 9°, 11°, 12°, 18°, 20°, SR20, Big Brodie, Pro-filer, 
DRCE, Big Chief and other types of altered valve angle/exotic heads. No spreadport 
heads. 

21. No hand built or sheet metal intakes. (part number style intakes only, examples: Dart, 
Holley, Brodix, Edelbrock etc.) 

22. Single carburetor only or stock factory fuel injection (LS). No aftermarket fuel injection 
allowed. No turbos, blowers or power adders. See rule #38. 

23. Gasoline/Racing gasoline fuels only. No alcohol, nitro-methane, nitrous oxide or power 
adders allowed. 

24. Engine must remain in stock location. No exceptions. 

25. Open headers are allowed, may exit straight up, or down and back. Exhaust must not aim 
in any other direction. 

26. Engine driven fans must be shielded with a minimum of 1/16 inch steel or 1/8 inch 
aluminum. Electric fans suggested. 

27. Harmonic balancers must either be SFI approved. 

28. Engine kill switches must be used and must be located above drawbar or to one side or 
the other so as not to get in the way of drawbar or chain. Kill switch must disable vehicle 
ignition and electric fuel pump(s). 

29. Truck must be equipped with a neutral/park start switch, to prevent a truck from being 
started in gear. 

30. Automatic transmissions are required to use an SFI approved scatter blanket or shield. If 
blanket doesn’t cover area around flex plate, a flex plate shield must be used. SFI 
approved flexplate is required. 

31. Dual disc slipper clutches only. NO TRIPLE DISC CLUTCHES. 

32. Manual transmissions are required to have an SFI approved bell housing with 3/16” thick 
block plate, or an SFI approved scatter blanket in conjunction with a 3/16” block plate. 
(Blanket must cover area where bell housing meets block). Flywheel must be SFI 
approved or meet the following criteria: Steel plate or steel billet. flywheel must have a 
tensile strength of 60,000 psi & a yield strength of 40,000 psi. Magnesium or aluminum 
flywheels must meet or exceed former SEMA standards 1-1. No cast iron flywheels 
allowed. 
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33. Fuel cells may be used and may be placed on front end. (Nothing may extend farther than 
60” form the centerline of front axle 
forward). Fuel tanks cannot be placed under the hood or inside the cab. 

34. 5800 and 6300 lb. weight classes. Zero tolerance for overweight. 

35. Dry Sump engine oil systems NOT ALLOWED. Wet sump only. 

36. Evacuation pump systems allowed. 

37. LS Style engines will be permitted on a trial basis for the 2019 year. Turbo chargers will be 
allowed on LS engines. Engines must be a 5.3 or 6.0 liter within .060 of stock bore and 
stock stroke. This allowance is for “junkyard/budget engine builds”.  

3LM Tractors  
 10,000 & 11,000 lb 

1. Two (2) hooks per tractor. 

2. Weight classes are 10,000 lb. and 11,000 lb. 

3. 3,000 Limited RPM Sensor required on tractor. 

4. INJECTION PUMP - stock appearing or “A” pump. This is an A-pump class.  
a. If a non NK member from another organization would like to do a one day 

membership and they have a P-pump and/or cut tires, they would be required to 
run 200 rpm’s less (2800 rpm’s) and 200# less.  They will be able to win placings 
for their pull, but no points will be awarded. 

b. If a non-NK member has an S300 turbo and would like to do a one day 
membership they may pull as exhibition. No placing payout or points will be 
awarded.  

c. This rule was put in place to allow non NK puller members to be able to pull with 
NK occasionally.  

5. TIRES – No larger than 20.8 x 42 or 24.5 x 32.  Ag Tires ONLY. No alterations of any kind 
to the tires. NO grinding,cutting,sharpening of tires. 

6. VP Torque until gone then VP DX diesel fuel only. No alcohol. No additives of any kind.  
a. No nitrous oxide,nitro methane or propylene oxide. No ether bottles (starting 

aids) allowed on board while pulling. No ether start systems. 

b. 3 way dump valve required 
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7. EXHAUST PIPE 

a. must be at least ⅜ inch cross bolts in the exhaust pipe  

b. Exhaust must exit straight up 

8. SKID/WHEELIE AND TIE BARS - Required. 

9. Maximum of one turbo. No larger than 3LM 466 stock out of box. Borg Warner Part 
#193876 

a. Turbo is allowed to have the shaft keyed for wheel and lube the bushing. 

b. Any stock housing is allowed. No machining.  

c. Only stock parts are allowed. No billet wheels. 

d. Inter-coolers are not allowed. 

10. DRAW BARS 
a.  No “hammer strap” draw bars  

b. 20” height and 18” back 

c. All drawbars will have an opening minimum of 3.75” x 3”. 

11. No tolerance on the weights of classes. 

12. No water injection.  

13. Must have a dead man throttle. 

14. Steel Flywheel - Required. 

15. SAFETY: All tractors must be in neutral or park while being hooked and unhooked from 
the sled.  A white safety light is required to indicate that vehicle is in neutral during process 
of hooking or unhooking from sled.-Required.  An additional reverse light, amber in  color 
will Illuminate when vehicle is in reverse. -Recommended. 

16. Fire suit pants/jacket or 1 piece -Required 

17. Helmet with strap- Required. Face shield -recommended 

18. Required to have a fully charged fire extinguisher mounted and within reach of driver. 

19. Air Shut off - Required. 

20. Wide front and fenders - Required. 
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P-Pump Pro-Field Tractors 
9000# (Light & Heavy Class) 

(rules copied from NWMTPA 2020 Rules) 

1. Maximum weight will be 9000lbs.  

2. All weights must be securely fastened to the vehicle.  

3. Weights must not interfere with the sled or the sled chain.  

4. Rear weights can not extend more than three inches behind the rear tires.  

5. Front weights can not extend forward more than 13 feet from the center of the rear axle.  

6. All pulling vehicles running anywhere, whether on the track, in the staging area, or in the 
pit area, must be attended to within 10’ of the vehicle by an association member, or be 
disqualified for that class.  

7. All drivers must remain seated while operating their pulling vehicle on the track or will be 
disqualified (general disqualification rule applies).  

8. All pulling vehicles must have fire extinguishers on board and in working condition.  

9. All drivers must wear a full-faced safety helmet, single layer fire suit, and fire retardant 
gloves during competition (helmet face shield, head sock and fire resistant shoes are 
recommended).  

10. All pulling vehicles must be equipped with a dead man throttle to bring the vehicle to idle 
when released.  

11. All tractors must have a strong and rigid seat that is securely fastened to the tractor. All tip 
seats must be securely fastened while pulling.  

12. All tractors must have stabilizer bars with skid pads. The stabilizers will extend a minimum 
of 32 inches behind the center of the rear axle. The stabilizer pads must not be more than 
10 inches off the ground. The pad must be a minimum of 5 inches square. A minimum of 
20 inches will be allowed between the outer most part of the pads. Stabilizer bars must be 
able to hold the weight of the tractor. All tractors are required to have bumpers on their 
stabilizer bars that extend behind the rear wheels.  

13. All tractors must have a wide front axle.  

14. All tractors must be equipped with fenders to provide protection for the drivers from the 
rear tires. The fenders must be strong enough to support the driver's weight.  

15. All ether bottles (starting aids) must be placed outside of engine compartment. 
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16. All tractors must have an SFI scatter blanket that covers clutch housing 360 degrees. 
Safety blankets must be inside of safety tie bars. 

17. All tractors with frames not bolted to rear axle must have two extra support bars added to 
prevent splitting of tractor. Each support bar is mounted to the rear axle housing with at 
least 4 bolts. Each support bar will extend forward of flywheel area and fasten to the side 
of the block or main frame with at least two 5/8” bolts. 

18. On all pulling vehicles using a roll cage, the driver must wear a full-faced safety helmet 
and use a four-point safety harness securely fastened to the roll cage. Helmet and safety 
harness must be worn during competition.  

19. All tractors must have engine side shielding made of steel or aluminum and be 16 gauge 
or .060 thick.  

20. Diesel tractors must have air kill switches sufficient to stop engine. 

21. The kill switch fastener must not be placed over 8 inches from the centerline of the tractor. 
It can't be higher than 48 inches from the draw bar. The tractor weights must not interfere 
with operation of the kill switch.  

22. All tractors with inline pumps must have a 3 way fuel shut off system that can be activated 
from the driver’s seat.  

23. Other than the driver, no other riders are allowed in or on the pulling vehicle at any time, 
whether on the track, in the staging area, or in the pit area.  

24. All tractors must have front axle skid plates. The skid plates must be mounted inline with 
each frame rail and extend from the center of the front axle forward (on both sides) equal 
in strength to frame rail material. Skid plate surface to be a minimum of 4” wide and 12” 
long with minimum 6” curve when measured from the front most part of rolled edge. The 
skid plate must be able to support the weight of the front end when checked with a jack. 
Maximum ground clearance is bottom of front wheel rim not to exceed 4 inches with front 
tires in normal operating position. 
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OR  

Front axle support to be made of 2.00” x .095” chrome moly tubing or 2.00” x .120” mild 
steel tubing or same material as tractor frame rails. Front axle support should connect to 
each frame rail inline and extend toward front of tractor. Front skid/front axle support 
should have radius to prevent digging into track. Front axle support frame should be 
strong enough to support front end weight of tractor. Support should have a maximum of 
4” ground clearance. 

 

25. Each contestant must furnish a hitching device with a hole at least 3” wide x 3.75” long. It 
must be bolted tightly or welded to the draw bar. If the hitch breaks, a measure will be 
taken from that point. Drawbars are to be parallel to the ground, with a minimum of 18 
inches from the center of rear axle to the hook point, a maximum height of 20 inches to the 
top of the draw bar. Drawbars must be stationary in all directions.  

26. Drawbars must be rigid in all directions with no movement allowed. Drawbars must have 
the pivot pin on the same plane as the hitch point and parallel to the ground within 1.5”, 
plus or minus, per foot of length. This translates into a legally allowed 10 degrees or less 
of drawbar angle.  

27. No fuel additives such as nitrous oxide will be allowed.  
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28. All tractors must be equipped with stock appearing factory block or factory replacement for 
make and model of tractor being pulled.  

29. All tractors must be equipped with individual working rear brakes. 

30. A curved exhaust pipe is not allowed. All exhaust will discharge vertically. Cross bolts 3/8 
inch in diameter are to be used in the exhaust system.  

31. With the exception of water and approved lubricant, the use of alcohol or any other 
substance is prohibited for injection purposes. 

32. Maximum wheelbase for all tractors to be 114” measured from the center of the rear axle 
to the center of front axle.  

33. Maximum tractor length for all tractors will be 13’ from the center of the real axles to the 
furthest point forward (including weights). All tractors can have a 6” maximum tow loop 
that may exceed the 13’ limit.  

34. No computers are allowed that controls any mechanical operation of the vehicle.  

35. All tractor classes with an RPM limit must purchase an RPM sending device from the 
NWMTPA and mount this device to their tractor. The connection/hookup to the remote unit 
for this device will be mounted at the rear of the tractor next to the air/ignition kill switch.  

36. A 1” diameter light will be placed in proximity to the hook point and sensor to aid in 
hooking the vehicle to the sled.  

37. All tractors in classes with an RPM limit will have their RPM sending device connected to 
the remote tachometer as they pull the sled down the track when the remote tachometer is 
mounted on the sled.  

38. All tractors must provide a clear view from the hitch straight up with a width of 8”, and this 
area must be free from obstructions. This means that no weights should be placed in an 
area 8” wide extending upward from the top of the drawbar.  

39. Maximum tire size will be 24.5x32 or 20.8x38.  

40. Maximum cubic inch will be 466 with 1% tolerance for wear.  

41. Maximum rpm will be 3500  

42. 5/8 inch Deck Plates Allowed.  
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43. The class is in charge of reading the RPM Box All pro-field tractors must purchase a RPM 
sending device from the NWMTPA and mount this device to their tractor. The 
connection/hookup to the remote unit for this device will be mounted at the rear of the 
tractor next to the air/ignition kill switch. The hookup plug will be the female style end of an 
electrical cord, with a wire going to each side of the spade terminals, ground pin is not 
used.  

a. All pro-field tractors will have their RPM sending device connected to the RPM 
box as they pull the sled down the track when the RPM box is mounted on the 
sled.  

b. Any RPM violation in excess of tolerance will result in disqualification in that class 
for that pull only. General disqualification rule applies. Protest & Disqualification 
rules #16 and #17 as they regard over 50 RPM violations do not apply to the 
pro-field classes. 

c. Tractors that are hooking under a single event membership must still comply with 
rpm limits set for the class and are still subject to protest and inspection. These 
tractors will be checked using a hand tachometer.  

44. Engine block, transmission, rear end housings and sheet metal must all be from the same 
manufacturer.  

45. Only OEM intake and exhaust manifolds are allowed.  
a. After market or homemade headers or intakes are not allowed.  

b. Adapters and spacers are allowed between the factory manifold and the turbo for 
mounting purposes only.  

46. Maximum two valves per cylinder.  

47. No aluminum, billet or re-cast heads allowed.  

48. VP Spec Fuel Troque or DX must be used.  

49. A pitcock needs to be placed somewhere in the fuel system, so a fuel sample can be 
taken  

50. VP Water injection systems are allowed. Only Spec water will be allowed.  

51. Tractors caught not using current Spec Fuel and/or Water: 1st offence; No Points or Prize 
Money for the event that night and a $500 fine that must be paid before that Tractor can 
pull in that class or any other NWMTPA Class. 2nd Offence; Tractor cannot return for Two 
(2) years and One (1) day from date of 2nd offence and a $500 fine to be paid before the 
Tractor can pull in that class or any other NWMTPA Class.  

52. A pitcock needs to be placed somewhere in the water system, so a water sample can be 
taken  
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53. Top 3 finisher Fuel and Water will be pulled at each event after every 4th event.  

54. Gasoline, ether, oxygen, alcohol, nitrous oxide, nitromethane, glycerol, and propane (or 
any combination thereof) are all illegal fuels for primary or secondary fuels.  

55. One fuel injection pump allowed per tractor with all pumps having a maximum one 13mm 
barrel and plunger per cylinder.  

a. All “P” series pumps are limited to a maximum 13mm barrel and plunger. No 
pumps larger than Bosch 3000 series or P7100 series. No Sigma or billet 
housing pumps allowed.  

b. There will be a $25 protest fee to have any one person’s pump inspected. 
Violation of the above pump specifications will result in disqualification from that 
class for 1 year, plus forfeit of all winnings from that pull.  

56. One turbocharger allowed per tractor. Turbo must be the box style charger or a charger 
meeting the following specifications.  

a. If running a P Pump ONLY the 3”(larger) box turbo is allowed. Must be a Garrett 
GT4202 or GT4202r (with one of the four manufactured exhaust housings: 1.01, 
1.15, 1.28, or 1.42) and run in its stock unaltered form. Push in slugs are allowed 
in this turbo for tuning purposes but turbo housings can not be altered in any way 
(reducers/slugs must be of the push-in style).  

b. If running an A Pump a 2.8” box turbo is allowed. Must be a Garrett GT4294 or 
GT4294R (with one of the four manufactured exhaust housings: 1.01, 1.15, 1.28, 
or 1.42) and run in its stock unaltered form. Push in slugs are allowed in this 
turbo for tuning purposes, but turbo housings can not be altered in any way 
(reducers/slugs must be of the push-in style). Turbo maximum inlet size 
(excluding reducers/ slugs) is 2.800”-2.804” to allow for manufacturing variances. 
A factory Map width enhancement groove of .102-.106 is allowed.  

c. Otherwise if running an A pump, any alternate turbo can be used but must meet 
the following specifications:  

i. A maximum 2.75” inlet size measured at the face of the compressor 
wheel.  

ii. Compressor wheel must protrude 1/8” into the inlet housing.  

iii. Factory MAP width enhancement groove of .125 or less allowed.  

iv.  No removable slugs or reducers allowed.  

v. Slugs or reducers must be welded in place.  

vi.  Compressor wheel must protrude 1/8” into the 2.75” opening.  

vii.  No bigger than a 3” exhaust wheel.  
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viii. No Billet Wheels.  

ix.  There will be a $25 protest fee to have any one person’s turbo inspected.  

x. At every pull, the 1st place winner in the 9,000# Pro-Field class will have 
their turbocharger checked for compliance with the rules either by 
inspecting the seals, or by actually measuring the turbocharger.  

xi. Any violation of the turbo rule will result in loss of points, placing, and 
prize money in that class for that night.  

xii. A second violation of the turbo rule in the same season will cause the 
tractor and puller to be banned from competing in the division for one year 
from the date of the second violation. 

57. NWMTPA can run maximum allowed Turbo for the Pro-Field Class at the Missouri State 
Fair.  

58. No type of inter-cooler systems are allowed.  

59. All pro-field tractors must be equipped with at least a 2-bar roll cage.  
a. Two bar cage must consist of at least two hoops, and be constructed of at least 

1.5” material. If chromemoly is used, wall thickness is a minimum of 0.093”. If 
steel is used, wall thickness is a minimum of 0.125”. There should be at least two 
levels of brace bars between each hoop.  

b. It is strongly recommended that a Limited Pro-Stock spec roll cage be used.  

60. On all tractors using a roll cage, the driver must use a four-point safety harness securely 
fastened to the roll cage.  

61. No u-bolt style dual hubs allowed. Weld on style plates are highly recommended.  

62. No “shift-on-the-fly” (ie torque amplifiers, powershifts, over/unders etc…) can be used 
during the run.  

63. All balancers or steel hubs are required to have a retainer to restrict forward movement 
more than ½ inch to keep balancer from coming off the crank.  

64. To receive points, a contestant must give vehicle number when signing up for the class 
they are pulling in.  

65. Kill Switches must be Zip Tied.  

66. No Traction Control Devices Allowed. IE(Line Lock, Extra Brake Calipers) 
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 Limited Pro/Super Farm Tractors 
 8,500 & 9,500 lb. 

1. WEIGHT CLASSES – 8,500 lb. and 9,500 lb.  

2. 2 hooks per tractor per night  

3. Turbo  and Cubic Inch Rules: 
a. One (1) turbo only 

b. 466 cu in. or under runs 3x4 smooth bore turbo -Weight 8500 & 9500 

c. 466 cu in. or under with 3x4 outlaws superfarm turbo- Weight 8500 & 9500 

d. Over 466 cu in. will run 3x3 smooth bore turbo- Weight 8500 & 9500 

e. Over 466 cu in. with 3x4 outlaws superfarm turbo . Weight 8200 & 9200.  

f. Any future build will be no larger than 466 cu as of 10/6/19. 

4. All pulling vehicles must be in neutral or park while being hooked and unhooked from the 
sled. A white safety light is required to indicate that vehicle is in neutral during process of 
hooking or unhooking from sled.-Required.  An additional reverse light, amber in color will 
illuminate when vehicle is in reverse. - Recommended. 

5. VP Torque until gone then VP DX fuel only. No additives of any kind. No alcohol. No 
nitrous oxide,nitro methane or propylene oxide.. All ether bottles (starting aids) must be 
placed outside of engine compartment.  

6. VP water only. 3 way dump valve required 

7. Steel flywheel  

8. Safety blankets are required. 

9. Side shields, wide front ends and rear fenders -Required.  

10. DRAW BAR: 
a. No hammer strap.  

b. 20” draw bar. All drawbars will have an opening minimum of 3.75” x 3”. 

11. Dead man throttle required. 

12. At least 3/8” cross bolts in exhaust pipe  

13. Air shut off.  
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14. “A” and “P” pumps accepted. No larger than P7100 13 mm. 

15. Electric fan or no fan at all.  

16. TIRE LIMITS 
a. No current tire restrictions. 

b. Puller 2000 tires allowed.  

c. Cut tires allowed.  

17. No tolerance on the weights of classes.  

18. No inter-coolers allowed.  

19. SFI certified roll cage.-Required 

20. Rear skid/wheelie bars, front ski bars and tie bars - Required. 

21. Firesuit jacket and pants or 1 piece - Required. 

22. Helmet with strap- Required. Face shield recommended. 

23. Fireproof  head sock, boots and gloves recommended. 

24. Fully charged fire extinguisher mounted within reach of driver -Required. 

25. 4 or 5 point harness belt-Required.  

Diesel Trucks  
8000# 2.5/2.6/3.0 Turbo 

(10/6/19 No changes) 

1. NK Pullers Safety/General rules apply 

2. 2.5/2.6” Turbo will follow Lucas Oil Pro Pulling League (PPL) rules (note 2016 changes 
listed below) 

3. D.O.T. Tires required 

4. Dual wheels allowed on rear 

5. NK pullers diesel truck pullers have agreed to follow the PPL 2.6” turbo, 8000lb diesel 
truck rules as stated in the 2016 handbook. An exception to this rule will be that trucks 
running a 2.5” turbo will follow same rules as 2.6 except they will be allowed to weigh 8300 
lbs. 

6. 2.8” and 3.0” turbos will be an exhibition pull only and follow NK general safety rules. 
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7. All turbos will be subject to inspection at any or all pulls.  

8. Diesel trucks with 3.0 “smooth bore” and open drive line may run in the 2.6 diesel truck 
class. 

9. Firesuit (jacket & pants or 1 piece) required 

10. Helmet with strap required. Face shield recommended 

11. Fire retardant head sock, boots, gloves and a neckbrace - recommended. 

12. Fully charged fire extinguisher must be mounted within reach of driver.  

13. All drawbars will have an opening minimum of 3.75” x 3”. 

14. A white safety light is required to indicate that vehicle is in neutral during process of 
hooking or unhooking from sled. - Required. An additional reverse light, amber in color will 
Illuminate when vehicle is in reverse. - Recommended.  

15. AIR SHUT OFF: must be operated from the driver seat and will consist of cap or guillotine 
that closes off air into the engine. The cap or guillotine will be spring loaded. Butterfly 
systems not permitted. 

BELOW - (COPIED FROM THE LUCAS OIL PRO PULLING LEAGUE (PPL) 2015 
HANDBOOK) FOR DIESEL TRUCKS *****REVISIONS FOR 2016 LISTED BELOW***** 

 2.6 Diesel 4X4 Truck  

1. Ballast iFront hanging weights are allowed, not to exceed 60 inches forward of the center 
of the front axle. This will be measured from center of front wheels to end of weight 
assembly.Ballast may be added in the bed of the truck. Maximum weight 8000#.  

2. The body must be the OEM truck body, including the full bed floor. No flatbeds permitted. 
The body must retain full sheet metal, after-market hoods are permitted. The hood must 
be closed and securely latched while the vehicle is hooked to the sled.  

3. Front brakes only are required.  

4. The OEM chassis is mandatory. The engine must be in the OEM location for the body 
used. The vehicle must retain the full OEM chassis. Wheel tubs, back-half conversions, 
tube chassis, etc., are prohibited. 

5. All drivers must have a valid state driver’s license and  fire suit. (see General Rules) which 
includes helmet.  Seatbelt/restraint system must be worn.  

6. An OEM transmission and transfer case are mandatory. They must have been an option 
on a one-ton or smaller pickup.  
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7. All trucks must have at least six inch wide u-joint shields around the rear u-joint 
constructed of at least 1/4 inch steel or 3/8 inch aluminum that will safely contain the 
u-joint and the end of the rear shaft. All shields must be securely mounted to the vehicle. 
Any front shaft u-joint that is visible from the side of the truck must be shielded to contain 
the u-joint and the end of the shaft.  

8. The engine is limited to a stock-appearing, Engine and transmissions can be interchanged 
between Dodge, Ford and GM as long as they came in a 1 ton truck or less from the 
factory. Complete engine must have stock appearance except where otherwise noted in 
these rules. Front of engine block can be no farther forward than 17” of centerline of front 
axle.  

a. Cylinder head must be OEM or OEM replica for that brand engine. Outside of 
cylinder head must measure factory width and length. Head must reatin OEM 
velve angle.  

9. All vehicles must be equipped to direct exhaust upward. Two 3/8 inch diameter bolts must 
be placed through the exhaust pipe in a cross pattern within one inch of each other, within 
12” of the turbo.  

10. A fire extinguisher system is permitted. It must be securely mounted. A complete OEM 
firewall is mandatory.  

11. The complete OEM floor pan is mandatory.  

12. Hand throttles permitted. Diesel fuel only. (see Fuels for specs) No propane or NO2 
permitted or any other oxygen enhancers. Racing fuel cells are permitted.  

13. Maximum of one P7100 pump limited to one plunger per cyclinder. The use of multiple 
high-pressure common-rail fuel pumps is legal. Powerstroke engines with a single factory 
turbo may utilize a second HPOP. 43  

14. Hook point must be no closer than 44” of centerline of rear axle, hitch height maximum of 
26”, with a minimum of a 3.75” X 3.0” opening. Hitch point must be easily accessed. No 
“trick” type hitches permitted. Hitch must be stationary in all directions. Hitch must be 
frame mounted. Hitch must be mounted centerline of rear axle or behind. Hitch must not 
exceed a maximum of 25 degree angle from pivot point to hook point. No hitch supports or 
adjusters, if fastened to the rear axle housing shall be above the centerline of the rear 
axle. Pivot pin of drawbar can be no farther forward than the centerline of the rear axle.  

15. Non-OEM rear-end housings are prohibited. It must have been an option on a one-ton or 
smaller pick up. Rear axle bolts must be covered by a cap or shield.  

16. Safety switch (Raincap or guillotine) must shut-off air to diesel motors. Switch will be 
securely mounted to the back of the vehicle and have a two inch diameter metallic type 
ring to attach to the sled.  

17. Hydraulic steering permitted.  
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18. SUSPENSION 
a. Front: The upper mounting point for strut assemblies must be in the factory 

location. Adjustable caster/camber pillow ball mounts are permitted. The lower 
control arm may be strengthened provided factory-mounting points to chassis are 
maintained. The lower mounting point for the strut assembly may be modified for 
improved caster or camber. Strut tower braces, lower tie bars, sway bars, and 
limit straps are permitted. Traction bars and devices are permitted.  

b. Lowering or raising the vehicle height with suspension modifications is permitted; 
must be bolt on only; welds permitted for attachment to frame or axle housing. 
Sway bars, limit straps, and camber kits permitted. Traction bars and devices are 
permitted; Blocked suspension is permitted. No air bags.  

19. Must be DOT approved tire. Maximum tire height 35 44 inches. No studded tires or chains. 
No alterations to tires permitted. No bar or terra tires. No front duals on front axle 
permitted.  

20. Non-OEM transfer cases are prohibited. The transfer case must have been an option on a 
one-ton or smaller pick up truck.  

21. Non-OEM transmissions are prohibited. Aftermarket torque converters, valve bodies and 
internal components are permitted. Transmission brakes are prohibited. Any non-OEM 
floor-mounted automatic transmission shifter must be equipped with a spring-loaded 
positive reverse lockout device to prevent the shifter from accidentally being put into 
reverse gear. A functional neutral safety switch is mandatory. All transmission lines must 
be metallic or high-pressure-type hose. All vehicles using an automatic transmission must 
be equipped with a transmission shield meeting SFI Spec 4.1 and must be labeled 
accordingly. A blanket-type shield is permitted; it must be appropriately labeled as meeting 
SFI Spec 4.1 and it must extend from the rear of the block to the front of transmission 
main body the bell housing area is to be completely covered six inch overlap where it is 
fastened. All non-blanket-type shields must incorporate two (or one, per manufacturer’s 
instructions) 3/4 inch by 1/8 inch straps that bolt to the shield on each side and pass under 
the transmission pan unless the transmission pan is labeled as meeting SFI Spec 4.1. All 
vehicles using an automatic transmission must be equipped with a flex plate meeting SFI 
Spec 29.1 and be covered by a flex plate shield meeting SFI Spec 30.1. 21b.Non-OEM 
transmissions are prohibited. Aftermarket internal components are permitted. A clutch 
meeting minimum SFI Spec 1.1 or 1.2 is mandatory on all vehicles. All manual 
transmissions must be clutch assisted. Sequential shifters are prohibited. All vehicles 
equipped with a manual transmission must Have a flywheel shield labeled as meeting 
minimum SFI Spec 6.3 or greater. Applications for which an SFI Spec flywheel shield is 
not available may use a properly attached SFI 4.1 or 4.2 blanket that completely covers 
the bellhousing; it must be attached to the block and extend rearward to the transmission 
with a minimum six inch overlap where it is fastened.  
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22. The vehicle is limited to a 2.6 inducer bore single turbocharger. The compressor wheel 
must protrude into a 2.6” bore for 1/8”. All primary blades must protrude ino the bore. The 
inlet will be measured using a 2.605 inch plug the plug must not be able to enter the 
inducer bore. A stock map width enhancement (MWE) groove must be inside neck area 
where intake cover is measured. No MWE groove will be allowed that has a width greater 
than .200”. All provisions allowing air into the wheel other than via the bore and the MWE 
groove are prohibited. The vehicle driver will be responsible for making compressor wheel 
accessible for tech personal to measure bore and be able to inspect compressor wheel.  

23. Water injection is prohibited. All system components must be removed from the truck.  

24. Intercoolers are allowed. Dumping/draining of intercooler within 100 feet of track is 
prohibited.  

25. The vehicle must retain the original factory wheelbase and track width. Maximum of 1 ton 
truck chassis only allowed (SEE BELOW FOR 2016 CHANGES TO PPL DIESEL 
PICKUPS CLASS)  

COPIED FROM 2016 PPL RULE CHANGES - DIESEL PICKUPS (1/1/2016) 

Limited Pro Stock Diesel Trucks (Old 2.6 Diesel Trucks) - 2016 Changes 

1. The OEM chassis is mandatory. The vehicle must retain the full OEM chassis. Wheel tubs, 
backhalf conversions, tube chassis are prohibited. Maximum wheelbase 158”and 102” 
maximum width.  

2. The body must be the OEM truck body, including the full bed floor. No flatbeds permitted. 
The body must retain the full sheet metal, after market hoods permitted. The hood must be 
closed and securely latched while hooked to the sled. 

3. Front hanging weights are allowed, not to exceed 60 inches forward of the centerline of 
the front axle. This will be measured by center of  the front wheels to end of weight 
assembly. Ballast may be added in the bed of the truck, but securely fastened. Maximum 
weight 8000#. 

4. All drivers must have valid state driver’s license and full SFI firesuit. (See General Rules) 
which includes helmet. Seat belt/restraint system must be worn. 

5. All trucks must have at least six inch wide u-joint shields around the rear u-joint
constructed of at least 5/16 inch steel or ⅜  aluminum that will safely contain the u-joint 
and the end of the rear driveshaft. All shields must be securely mounted to the vehicle. 
Any front shaft u-joint that is visible from the side of the truck must be shielded to contain 
the u-joint and the end of the shaft. 
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6. The engine is limited to stock appearing, engine can be interchanged between Dodge, 
Ford, and GM as long as they came in a one ton truck or less from the factory. Complete 
engine must have stock appearance except where  otherwise noted in these rules. Front 
of engine block can be no further forward than 17” of centerline of front axle. Engine must 
have cable surrounding engine block and head. The cable is ⅜ diameter located between 
#1 and #2 cyclinders. Cables must pass through mainfolds. Cable will have 4 to 6 inches 
of slack. There will be two (2) clamps at splice. 

7. Cylinder head must be OEM or OEM replica for that brand engine.Outside of cylinder head 
must measure factory width and length, Head must retain OEM valve angle.  

8. All vehicles must be equipped to direct exhaust upward. Two-⅜ inch diameter bolts must 
be placed through the exhaust pipe in a cross-pattern within  one inch of each other, within 
12 inches of the turbo. 

9. A fire extinguisher system is permitted (required for NK) 2.5# Fire extinguisher must be 
securely mounted. (per NK within reach of driver). A complete OEM firewall is mandatory. 

10. The complete OEM floor pan is mandatory. 

11. Hand throttles permitted. Diesel fuel only. (See Fuels for specs.) No propane or NO2 
permitted or any other oxygen enhancers. Racing fuels cells permitted. 

12. Maximum of one p7100 pump limited to one plunger per cylinder. The use of multiple high 
pressure common rail fuel pumps is legal. Powerstroke engine may utilize a second 
HPOP.  

13. Hook point to be no closer than 44” of centerline of rear axle, hitch height maximum of
26”, with a minimum of 3.75X3.0” opening. Hitch point must be easily accessed. No “trick” 
type hitches permitted. Hitch must be stationary in all directions. Hitch must be frame 
mounted. Hitch must be centerline of rear axle or behind. Hitch must not exceed a 
maximum of 25° angle from pivot point to hook point. No hitch supports or adjusters 
fastened to the rear axle housing shall be above the centerline of the rear axle. Pivot pin of 
drawbar can be no further forward than the centerline of the rear axle.  

14. Axle shields are required. Shield to be .060” thickness steel or aluminum. Shield not to be 
mounted to axle ends or hub bolts. A hole may be  cut in one to allow locking in of hubs. 

15. Safety switch (rain cap or guillotine) must shut-off air to diesel motors. Switch will be 
securely  mounted to the back of the  vehicle. Ring at rear of truck, minimum of two inch 
diameter solid ring, which the zip tie will tie to rigid point on truck. For any cases of re-pull, 
zip tie must be broken. 

16. Hydraulic steering permitted.  
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17. Suspension- The upper mounting point for strut assemblies must be in the factory location. 
Adjustable caster/camber pillow ball mounts are permitted. The lower control arm may be 
strengthened provided factory – mounting points to chassis  are maintained. The lower 
mounting point  for the  strut assembly may be modified for improved caster or camber. 
Strut tower braces, lower tie bars, and limit straps permitted. Traction bars and devices 
permitted 

a. Lowering or raising the vehicle height with suspension modifications permitted; 
must be bolt on only, welds  permitted for attachment  to frame or axle housing. 
Sway bars, limit straps and camber kits  permitted. Traction bars and devices 
permitted. Blocked suspension permitted. No air bags. 

18. Must be DOT approved tire. Maximum height 35 inches.No studded tires or chains. No 
alterations to tires permitted. No bar or terra tires. No front duals on front axle. 

19. Drivetrain will consist of the following: Any front axle, transmission, transfer case, rear axle 
permitted. No planetaries permitted.  

20. SFI bell housing and/or\ SFI blowproof bell housing required.  

21. The turbocharger is smooth-faced intake  housing, limited to a 3.0” inlet,(no map ring) with 
all air entering through the 3.0” intake opening. Intake wheel must protrude 1/8th inch 
inside of  opening.  

22. Water injecton is prohibited. All components must be removed from the truck. 

23. Intercoolers are allowed. Dumping/draining intercoolers without a catch pan within 100 feet 
of trac is prohibited.  
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